STANDARD SETUP

The ACE-2000 is configured to run (plug and play) by default. Configuration can be customized if needed. These figures show step by step instruction on how to connect the ACE-2000 and Caption Encoder properly.

**Materials Used:**
- ACE-2000 Power Supply
- SCE-492 Power Supply
- RS 232 Serial Cable

---

**Step 1:** Plug the power supply into the rear of the ACE server.

**Step 2:** Connect RS 232 Serial Cable from ACE to caption encoder.

**Step 3:** Plug the power supply into the rear of the closed caption encoder (SCE-492)
**Step 4:** Connect monitor (HDMI or DVI) and keyboard/mouse to ACE server

**Step 5:** Connect SDI cable with Embedded Audio feed to Caption Encoder

**Step 6:** Connect SDI cable with Embedded Audio feed to ACE unit

**Step 7:** Connect SDI Output for Closed Captions to Out1 and Open Captions to Out2 on Caption Encoder

**Materials Used:**
- SDI Cable
- HDMI or DVI Cable
- Keyboard and Mouse
- Monitor